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					AquaPatio Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $90,875
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            A variety of seating and lounging capabilities allow you to chill during the heat of the day and cruise the sunset after. Choose from 24 to 26-foot models.
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					Monaco Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $57,335
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Sometimes the best days on the water with family and friends are when you do nothing at all. Relax and stretch out with a Monaco Lounge model in 23 and 25-foot lengths.
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					Sweetwater Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $39,435
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            With comfortable seating from bow to stern in lengths from 21 to 24-feet, the Sweetwater Split Bench brings more families together.
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					Xperience Cruise
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $27,985
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            All aboard the Xperience Cruise. This boat delivers everything you need and more.
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                                            Bold performance meets sophisticated class
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					XP
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $231,600
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    




	                    
	            
            

        
            Experience the ultimate in pontoon performance aboard the all-new Godfrey XP. The XP series offers cutting-edge standards, top of the line premium finishes and state of the art craftsmanship. Available in 25 to 28-foot configurations.


	


						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    Sanpan
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Ultimate in premium elegance and comfort

 

 

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about the Sanpan series
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					Sanpan Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $105,525
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Comfortable for the entire family, our Sanpan Lounge models offer the ultimate in boating luxury. Enjoy the perfect place to gather with friends in lengths from 21 to 27-feet.
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					Sanpan Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $104,030
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Stretch out and relax on one of our Sanpan Split Bench models. Ranging from 23 to 27-feet, our bow and stern lounge seating offers first class comfort for everyone aboard.
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					Sanpan Twin
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $155,370
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Unleash the epitome of pontoon performance on one of our Sanpan Twin models. Unbeatable style, comfort, and convenience seamlessly blend together in 27-foot lengths.
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					Sanpan Windshield
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $117,260
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Ready for any adventure in 24 to 28-foot lengths, our convenient wrap-around windshield keeps you comfortable out on the water.
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            Sanpan Series
        


        View all models in the Sanpan series




						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    AquaPatio
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Bold performance meets sophisticated class

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about AquaPatio series
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					AquaPatio Entertainment
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $89,035
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Enjoy making lasting memories on the water with one of our AquaPatio Entertainment models.
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					AquaPatio Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $90,875
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            A variety of seating and lounging capabilities allow you to chill during the heat of the day and cruise the sunset after. Choose from 23 to 25-foot models.
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					AquaPatio Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $81,655
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Spacious and comfortable, our AquaPatio Split Bench models are available in 22 to 28-foot lengths with plentiful seating and an open center-deck from bow to stern.
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					AquaPatio Sundeck
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $111,825
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Have more fun on the water with our AquaPatio Sundeck models. Configurations available in 25 to 28-foot lengths featuring a water slide, upper sun deck.
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					AquaPatio Twin
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $137,985
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Make memories that last a lifetime on our AquaPatio Twin. Built to last and engineered to stand the test of time, our AquaPatio pulls out all the stops.
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					AquaPatio Windshield
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $92,690
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Enjoy every moment with your favorite people on our AquaPatio Windshield model. Keeping you dry and comfortable, our aerodynamic windshield is a fan favorite!
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            AquaPatio Series
        


        View all the models in the AquaPatio series.




						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    Monaco
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Style, Quality and Family Focused Features

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about the Monaco series
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					Monaco Cruise
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $52,655
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Versatile and stylish, our 21 to 28-foot Monaco Cruise models offer room for more with L-shaped seating, a standard table to gather with friends and an extended stern swim platform.
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					Monaco Entertainment
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $56,265
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Chart a course for laughter and good times aboard one of our Monaco Entertainment models. Featuring the ideal combination of lounge seating, midship table and lengths ranging from 23 to 25-feet.
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					Monaco Fishing
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $57,250
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            You can do it all with the Monaco Fishing Model. These models are ready for fishing and fun with length ranging from 23 to 25-feet.
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					Monaco Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $57,335
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Sometimes the best days on the water with family and friends are when you do nothing at all. Relax and stretch out with a Monaco Lounge model in 23 and 25-foot lengths.
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					Monaco Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $56,095
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            The flow-through design and expansive, versatile seating configuration of our Monaco Split Bench models are available in lengths from 21 to 25-feet
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					Monaco Sundeck
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $85,220
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Spend a day making boating memories on our one-of-a-kind 23 and 25-foot Monaco Sundeck featuring a center walkthrough design, rear water slide and optional mid-ship bar layout.
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            Monaco Series
        


        View all models in the Monaco series




						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    Sweetwater
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Timeliness Quality and Modern Design

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about the Sweetwater series
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					Sweetwater Cruise
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $37,725
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Put down the welcome mat and kick off your shoes, there’s just something about a Sweetwater Cruise that feels right. Available in 21 to 25-foot lengths
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					Sweetwater Entertainment
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $45,725
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Chart a course for laughter and good times with friends and family aboard the Sweetwater Entertainment model featuring an ideal combination of lounge seating, wet bar and table options in 22 to 24-foot lengths.
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					Sweetwater Fishing
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $40,735
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            The Sweetwater Fishing model sparks your passion to fish in a pontoon where versatility, value and long-lasting quality come together in your choice of 21 to 25-foot lengths.
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					Sweetwater Lounge
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $43,090
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Come aboard and get ready for a slow-down. The Sweetwater Lounge model extends the best days on the water with versatility and comfort in 23 and 25-foot lengths.
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					Sweetwater Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $39,435
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            With comfortable seating from bow to stern in lengths from 21 to 24-feet, the Sweetwater Split Bench brings more families together.
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            Sweetwater Series
        


        View all models in the Sweetwater series




						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    Xperience
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Enduring craftsmanship and lasting quality

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about the Xperience Series
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					Xperience Cruise
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $27,985
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            All aboard the Xperience Cruise. This boat delivers everything you need and more.
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					Xperience Fishing
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $27,980
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            The Xperience Fishing model combines your fishing passion with endless memories on the water. Reel in the fun with 19 to 22-foot lengths.
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					Xperience Split Bench
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $32,925
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Bring on fun in the sun with our Xperience Split Bench. Family time on the water never felt so good.
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            Xperience Series
        


        View all models in the Xperience series




						


	


                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    Mighty G
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
	
                                        
                                            Introducing the ultimate entry into boating.

                                        

                                        
                                            Learn more about the Mighty G Series
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					Mighty G Cruise
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $23,615
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Compact, comfortable and highly maneuverable, the Mighty G Cruise is the ultimate entry into pontooning and boating. The Mighty G Cruise is available in both electric and gas-powered propulsion systems.
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					Mighty G Fishing
				

		
		
            
                Starting at
                $24,865
	            
		            US MSRP
		            
	                    
		                    


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



	                    
	            
            

        
            Compatible with either electric or gas propulsion the Mighty G Fishing is compact and highly maneuverable and designed to be the perfect entry to electric angling. Its 15-feet, seven-inch length and a seven-foot, six-inch beam, gives you all the room you need to cast in comfort.
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            Mighty G Series
        


        View all models in the Mighty G Series




						


	


                        

        

    



                        
	
                                    


	
		Layouts
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											Cruise

									
										Combining comfortable bow Split Bench seating with stern U-shaped seating, our Cruise layouts allow you to boat in style year round.
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											Entertainment

									
										Our Entertainment models offer stern or mid-ship, hard-surface tables, bar stools and standard or deluxe aft wet bars and grills on select models.
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											Fishing

									
										Integrated tackle storage, aerated livewells, fishing chairs, rod locker storage and fish stations make our Fishing layouts perfect for every angler.
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											Lounge

									
										Our Ultra Lounge, Dual Flip Lounge, Single Flip Lounge and Rear Lounge layouts offer the ultimate escape on the water.
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											Split Bench

									
										Our Split Bench layout offers an open center deck, seating for friends and family and under seat storage for your boating essentials. 
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											Sundeck

									
										Our Sundeck layouts are equipped with bow Split Bench seating, stern pit seating or entertainment stations and an integrated Sundeck with water slide. 
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											Twin

									
										Experience power unleashed for an exhilarating day on the water aboard one of our Twin models. Available in Split Bench or Lounge layouts. 
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											Windshield

									
										Available in Split Bench and Lounge layouts, our aerodynamic Windshield models offer protection from the elements and gives your boat a performance edge.


								


					


		

	



                        
	
                            




	
		Accessories & Apparel
				
			
		

	
	
		
					
	
		Accessories
	

				
							
								SHOP BY CATEGORY
								
								
										Battery Maintenance
									
	
										Boat Accessories
									
	
										Coolers
									
	
										Docking & Inflatables
									
	
										Drinkware
									
	
										Pontoon Covers
									
	
										Towels & Bags
									
	
										New Accessories
									
	
										Shop All Accessories
									


					



	
	
		Apparel
	

				
							
								SHOP BY CATEGORY
								
								
										Hats
									
	
										Outerwear
									
	
										Shirts & Long Sleeves
									
	
										Sweatshirts
									
	
										New Apparel
									
	
										Shop All Apparel
									


					
	
							
								SHOP BY GENDER
								
								
										Men's
									
	
										Women's
									


					



	
	
		Other Ways to Shop
	

				
						Gift Guide
					
	
						Digital Brochure
					
	
						Special Offers
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Free Shipping on all Godfrey Apparel & Accessory Orders Over $50. Shop Now
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        Sweetwater Series

    






    
        
Sweetwater pontoons offer a life-changing experience at a fantastic value. Filled with high-quality features and alluring amenities, these action-packed, affordable pontoons are perfect for any family wanting to spend time together on the water.
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                Sweetwater Cruise

            

        
            
                Starting at
                $37,725
                
                    US MSRP
                    
                        
                            


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



                        
                
            

            
Put down the welcome mat and kick off your shoes, there’s just something about a Sweetwater Cruise that feels right. Available in 19 to 24-foot lengths with nearly unlimited customization options, you'll love everyone second on the water.
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                Sweetwater Entertainment

            

        
            
                Starting at
                $45,725
                
                    US MSRP
                    
                        
                            


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



                        
                
            

            
Chart a course for laughter and good times with friends and family aboard the Sweetwater Entertainment model featuring an ideal combination of lounge seating, wet bar and table options in 21 to 24-foot lengths.
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                Sweetwater Fishing

            

        
            
                Starting at
                $40,735
                
                    US MSRP
                    
                        
                            


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



                        
                
            

            
The Sweetwater Fishing model combines the treasured gift of family and your passion to fish in a pontoon where versatility, value and long-lasting quality come together in your choice of 20 to 22-foot lengths.
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                Sweetwater Lounge

            

        
            
                Starting at
                $43,090
                
                    US MSRP
                    
                        
                            


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



                        
                
            

            
Come aboard and get ready for a slow-down. The Sweetwater Lounge model extends the best days of the seasons with versatility, comfort and features tailor-made for relaxation in 22 and 24-foot lengths.
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                Sweetwater Split Bench

            

        
            
                Starting at
                $39,435
                
                    US MSRP
                    
                        
                            


        
            
                
            
        

        
            
                Pricing reflects base engine. Freight, prep, taxes, trailers and dealer installed equipment are not included. Additional surcharges or discounts may apply.

            

        



                        
                
            

            
With comfortable seating from bow to stern in lengths from 20 to 24-feet, the Sweetwater Split Bench brings more families together for less.


        
            
            

        

    


                        

                

            

        

    

                    

                

            

        

    


                    

                

            

        

    



        


    
        
            
                
                    





    

        The Sweetwater Experience
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        Pinch Yourself, Not Pennies

    






    
        
You don’t have to spend a fortune to enrich your time spent on the water. The Sweetwater combines many of our most wanted features, attractive amenities and enduring quality for memories and a boat that will last a lifetime.
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        Designed to Fit Your Life

    






    
        
The Sweetwater series offers an incredible array of floorplans and options to perfectly fit your needs, your passion and your family. Intuitive in design and adaptable for unmatched versatility, you’ll make the most of every minute on the water.
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        Beautiful Inside and Out

    






    
        
Let your one-of-a-kind personality shine when you select from multiple color, flooring, canvas, fabric, audio, lighting and graphic combinations to customize the look and feel of your Sweetwater.
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        Stay Informed

    






    
        
Sign up for Godfrey emails to get $10 off your next $50+ purchase of accessories & apparel, and stay up to date on the latest news, updates and offers.

        


    



        


    
        
            
                
                    



    



                
                
                
                
                    
                        
        


    
        
            
                
                    





    

        Thank you for signing up!
    






    
        
Look for exclusive news and offers in your e-mail soon!
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*By clicking on Submit you agree to receive promotional emails from the Polaris family of brands including Godfrey. You can opt-out at any time. Privacy Policy
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Godfrey® is a registered trademark of Highwater Marine, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Polaris Industries Inc. When you're enjoying your new Godfrey boat, make sure you and all passengers aboard obey all applicable laws and follow all warnings and instructions in the owner's manual. Never boat under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Yamaha® is a registered trademark of Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha Corporation; Suzuki® is a registered trademark of Suzuki Motor Corporation; Mercury® is a registered trademark of Brunswick Corporation; Honda® is a registered trademark of Honda Motor Company, Ltd.



        


    


                    

                

            

        

    





        




		

	

	

	




















	





















































